
Eliminate friction for 
frontline workers.
Enable candidates to apply for jobs through a text 
or chat conversation that builds a profile in Workday 
Recruiting in real-time, accelerating time to hire. 
Qualified candidates are instantly invited to schedule 
an interview around the hiring manager’s schedule.

Olivia for High-Volume

Schedule a Demo

About Paradox

Paradox is the world’s leading conversational recruiting software that’s accelerating the hiring 
process with texting and automation. Serving Workday clients like General Motors, Lowe’s, 

Essentia Health and FedEx with hiring needs across high-volume hourly and high-skilled 
professional roles, Paradox’s conversational assistant Olivia integrates with Workday Recruiting 

to do the work talent teams don’t have time for like candidate engagement, screening, interview 
scheduling, and more through fast, easy, mobile-first interactions.

Enterprise Infosec

Olivia has several security 
certifications, including Soc2 type 
II, ISO 27001, and is compliant with 
GDPR & CCPA.

Global Scalability

Olivia speaks more than 30+ 
languages at the drop of a text ;) 
she also supports WhatsApp and 
Facebook messaging platforms.

Text to Apply and Screening Two-Way Text Interview Scheduling

“We’ve been able to get candidates in front of hiring 
managers faster, which has significantly reduced our 
time to offer by days. In less than a year, we’ve 
saved about two million dollars on administrative 
tasks alone.”

Eileen Kovalsky, Head of Candidate Experience at General Motors

Get tasks done faster through 
our browser extension.
Use the Olivia browser extension to easily send text 
messages to candidates, search their inbox, review 
upcoming scheduled interviews, and more without 
leaving Workday Recruiting.

$2M+
saved in hard costs 

by reducing recruiter 
contractor headcount.

50,000+
interviews scheduled 

by their assistant, 
Ev-e.

29MINS
avg. time to schedule a 

single interview
(down from 5 days)

Kara Eisenberg
Sr. Director of Talent Acquisition

Hear how American Tire 
Distributors leveraged Olivia 
with Workday to increase 
applicants by 313%.

Watch

What if you could transform the 
hiring experience with less work 
for you and your team?
Meet Olivia, the conversational recruiting assistant that 
integrates with Workday to create a mobile first, high-touch 
experience for candidates that’s nearly touchless for recruiters.

Automate manual tasks 
for recruiters.
Instantly greet everyone that lands on your career 
site and answer FAQ’s anytime, 24/7. No matter what 
roles you’re hiring for, Olivia is the ultimate concierge, 
working for your team and delighting candidates in 
every step of the process.

Olivia for Recruiters

We’re trusted by incredible clients.

Learn More

https://www.paradox.ai/products/olivia-hourly
https://vimeo.com/721247524/53f6557cf6
https://www.paradox.ai/products/text-apply
https://www.paradox.ai/products/screening
https://www.paradox.ai/products/scheduling
https://vimeo.com/723123736/d326cb9bb6
https://www.paradox.ai/products/olivia-professional
https://vimeo.com/721247524/53f6557cf6
https://vimeo.com/721248986
https://www.paradox.ai/

